Introduction
Human has learned the nature again by primitive discoveries. They spread
in all direction of the world by the impulse which is triggered by curiosity
without any hedge. In this way the geographies where the human lives is
formed by his own hand. The palaces on the world where there weren`t
human`s step are reached.
He wanted more and more while discovering. His biggest mistake in this
period was reckoning the civilization exists during their discovery of their
own explanation and everything improve by its existing. Ok. Is there a
reference point of all improvement including evolution? Actually the
question is; May universe have a DNA? and the reason of human`s
primitive life period`s cloud be this long, may it be becoming distant
himself and nature or alienation?

COLOTRON
Mankind started to know himself by little discoveries.
Time is changing. We are carrying our civilization forward when we
discover the discoveries of the humankind lived before ages. How the
firsth men still sort out today`s technology while our technology was
improved this much?
All discoveries which continuous enchantingly caries our culture a step
forward. Human better understands the nature when they get to know
himself. Everything forwards in a specific order`s chain. Firsth mankind
who live? Adaptable to the nature when they were in a period of living a
cloak of secret is spacing.
Microorganism that is a live and their movements are formed by scripts
can they light up the unknown mystery of universe? Today there are four
doctors who came together to find an answer to this question.
Firsth mankind had a sense that nature was not only made up of himself.
He had a recognition of the only difference was his conscious level.

Unfortunately, today human has started to live in their own world and has
forgotten the miraculous communication that first mankind knew. Today
he is researching the little live creatures by turning back and enters their
world.
These living creatures were much more smaller microorganism than
himself. Our sort has discovered these microorganisms in recent history.
They found the answers for many of darkness. Microorganism are not
secret anymore. Human kind has carried there little creatures to
important point in their life. At the last phase they have started to sereh
how to communicate with them.
Is there a way to communicate with them in reality? Today’s human be
lives that they can communicate with these little microorganisms by they
don`t know how to do this. They realized that if they communicate with
them they will reach to important turn out.
Doctor Lui said “I found”.
At that moment other 3 friends who work with him in the laboratory
Mierre, Alex and Murat returned to him by leaving their work. Lui
continued.
“I cough a frequency. Vibration changes in the same way when others
movement and position changes. There is a stability here.” said excitedly.
Alex put himself in front of the computer where the discovery was on the
screen by pushing Dr. Lui with his excitement. Just about 20 minutes
Everyone in there started to watch the data at the moment. Yes...
There were a stability at the every changes in frequency and
microorganism movements.
“That is it” “Found” said Alex.
They weren`t aware of yet their paean in that small room will resonance
in the future for to carry human being out of the borders of universe.
Mierre , Alex and Murat …

Human being will discover every part of universe by them. They will build
the new home in the universe and colonies there but it was early at the
moment. These 4 doctors who many may think to have first steps on the
way to communicate with microorganism this discovery may open
different world`s door in future.
Microorganism communicate between each other meaningfully and this
was discovered now.
Human being found the communication between microorganism now. It
was a big discovery for human being. The communication was happening
between these little creature’s world based on willpower.
This is the discovery which will be technologic jump for the name of
human being years even they weren`t aware of.
To say that to be behind the time at this phase will be the way of universe
even not know by them.
Humankind made his first physical discovery which they can have the
answer for understand questions that were asked up to now about
darkness of universe by this 4 doctors discovery. Now human caries the
geography where he has lived on the world over his dreams by his
enormous curiosity by this discovery.
On the other part of the world a group of computer engineers were
working on the protocol of alternative communication network named
Sheza while this discovery was being made in that little labrotuvary.
The structure that composes Sheza System is the only way for the
communication between the builders on the universe which will build as a
virtual reality modeling. This system divided into 3 parts in itself. These
are; the algorithm of users can learn their own language a dynamic
physical motor system that can the report the conduct against the nature
conditions by automatic analysis and smart universe modal which can
learn the given reaction by reporting the print outs. Engineers will try to
provide the integration of the communication of creature on the virtual
environment to environment by this Sheza System which was built by

them. But this communication was not limited by the communication
between the users.
More over this structure will provide the integration of the total users
personally in all change will cause the change of the environment
individual dynamics and will be constantly updating structure. This
universe will be a mirror which r effects all components in reality.
The users in virtual universe will form their modeling language inspection
and coding study with body language modeling module. With this module
user all movements will be unfixed and each user’s characteristic
movement map will be formed. The body language which will be formed
by modeling will form the base behind the communication between them.
Body language a behavior is not the same. Engineers separated the
behavior a body language in the structure at first. They will be able to
form user`s communication unique in this way.
The idea of modal; the physics of nature that will be formed in virtual
universe doesn`t identify the living creatures body language and the
physics identify the both user`s behavior and how they will stay against
nature movements in virtual universe.
This base of virtual vitality will not be the fight of human against nature
unlike this it will be adaptation against nature. The system which will
provide humanity adaptation on this virtual universe is possible with
behavior modeling module.
The order detail of Sheza System is hidden in virtual universe modeling.
This detail is the modeling which will from the simulation for all studies on
modeling module against nature conditions and body language modeling
module.
By this way Engineers will be able to program automatically the user`s in
virtual universe against each conditions position by changeable and
learnable communication protocol.
This idea which driven the human mind in other worlds Sheza System is a
different system from all protocols which can decide again in all

conditions and in a field where only communication is possible including
communication between user`s.
The important factor which makes it different is to have the
communication on one to one teachable universe modeling. On the
virtual universe model the universe that will host the human is a kind of
artificial intelligence which can communicate itself through them.
Human being is fictionalizing a communication mechanism as a first time
on virtual world. With this mechanism users can communicate not only
their self but also with universe itself. The thing which differed the Sheza
System from all others is the communication networks each piece forms
the total system. This means the reality which will be formed will be able
to communicate with over all users.
Universe will be known itself life this and realize actuality. The engineers
are progressing by confident steps to world to the result by having
success on this 3 steps. The thing that they don`t know is a simulation of
microorganism communication which was discovered by 4 doctors who
were researching on different ports of the world in reality.
At this moment Mierre succeeded to solve their language by coding the
frequency which the microorganisms do with their every movement with
one world.
It was a timelessness discovery human was not the human like today`s
human. They are improved creater who can start discovering different
planets and galaxies without passing light speed with this new discovery
even no need to physical power.
The human who discovered the communication between microorganisms
will have a discovery trip to all over the universe. Alex was searching on
the internet with Murat about this discovery. Instantly with a gapingly
face. He said “Look” to Murat.
Murat bended over Alex`s monitor and started to read the new
communication protocol documents that Vera who is a computer
engineer published on internet platform and he started to read with Alex.

It was unbelievable!
All answers of whale questions which could be remembered from the
documents of this protocol comes in front like the missing parts of this
puzzle and completes the entirement.
Could it be said that “Microorganisms have communication with the DNA
of universe”? If it is like this May we do the fulfilment of the random
about the mutation that is on every stage of evaluation?
White they were continuing reading this sentence which was on Vera`s
lines attracted their attention.
“This formed virtual universe communication protocol provides a
communication with users which forms complete organization. “
Here may be on today’s reality universe were on communication with all
elements which forms the aliveness even human by this mechanism that
microorganisms use also.
“Get Ready” Alex said” We are going”
Murat said “Lets meet at the laboratory” by calling Lui. In a short time
Mierre, Lui, Alex and Murat met at the Laboratory. After that night they
continued with Computer Engineers Vera, Mia and together as 7 persons.
Discovering the world was even that hard was human ready for this new
jump? Discovering the universe and was there a life on another world?
Will it satisfy the human to have answer to this question this time?
Tod stood up at the first introduction dinner. “Friends” he said. He
continued by turning to Mierre.
Today the thing which made us to come together was obvious to bring
the technology to the unestimated paint doesn`t it makes you think the
structure which is the same as your discovery but we showed it up
without unaware of you?
Being sure herself Mierre raised her hand and said “No”
“Please let me explain” in reality the discovery we made and the question
you asked by the system you discovered is totally justifying each other. I

congratulate you. You made correction. The thing which carried out the
communication protocol you made is the universe itself. Because
communication mechanism like on microorganisms happens over you
itself.
This detection was extra ordinary. In fact, all happenings are more than
discovery of communication network it was universe functioning
algorithm. Maybe it was the beginning of a trip toward to universe`s DNA.
In this case if there is a structure like DNA of referenced for the
improvement of the aliveness on the universe. The final point where
aliveness may arrive in another word is there a last stop where elevation
can carry all aliveness depending on the time?
Lui stood up without waiting for Mierre to finish.
“Please” she said. With the complaining voice.
“Yes. We are excited but we are not sure about everything yet. We need
to have much more try and answer many more questions. Let`s stop this
talking until we will come together again to study on this.”
Lui was right there was a long way to go.
It was more than 4 months after discovery and a device was developed to
communicate with microorganisms by the engineers this will reveal the all
unknowns.
With this device you may interference the mutation period of the
microorganisms in their own will and it will lead up many imbruements in
medical world.
This morning, Lui and Vera caught a signal while they were studying on
the device to have improvement. They were not inspecting any
microorganism or not in communication with someone. They kept
recording the signal for a while.
When they inspected the output they understood that it was repeated
one after another and it was an organized transmission received from

certain algorithm. It was a message ıt wasn`t casual, it was meaningfully.
Furthermore, it was send by machine in double organization.
Even they don`t know what it is yet, the signal was containing aloof marks
that they were sure about. Tod is an important software developer who
has many successful studies and algorithms. He found an important
evidence about the signal to be an alphabet after studying the subject.
By turning to Vera;
“This is alphabet but the message is not this” He said. This was built by
using a mechanism. There isn`t this kind communication. It is not the
message from to send by mechanism. It was turned into communication
from by something that was aware of our concept. I am trying to say that
because this is like bacteria, virus or an animal …could be everything.
Vera asked “what is it?”
“This is a message and they are trying to say that they will teach
something. Yes. Yes. They say” They will tech us something if the message
itself was the alphabet they could have sent the message instead of
alphabet. They only sent a cycle of limited character by signal in double
order. They say “start here!” they should have learned this.” He said.
Being sure himself.
I was hard to believe but he is cryptology and he must have done it
correct. The signals kept coming regularly in on way for a long time. The
team was on a 7-month discovery trip just arrived on the world.
They were like a baby who does not know how to talk on a new
communication network.
They will learn…
At the night when they received the first message Murat said “I wonder
if” with a voice of thinking something by turning to Mierre who sits next
to him and kept talking “is that the universe itself which sent this
message”

“It can`t be” said Mierre. Something which has a communication with us
should be like us. Because it has a learned language.” No! No!” she said.
“Can`t be. Can`t be for sure”.
She was right. This message can`t come from universe itself. This message
was coming from a civilization that discovered the this communication
mechanism millions of years before them and from a galaxy billion light
years away.
They were right.
They will teach…
In time the team had an information by changing the received signals into
meaningful expressions and watching the microorganisms another side.
The communication has started between this civilization. A lot of
information received by these coming signals about how the creatives are
there in far galaxies on smart life.
Not long before, team has understood that this mechanism has been used
for million years by the millions of civilizations on the planet. Each
civilization teaches this mechanism to the new attendant civilization and
provides the data to improve the technology. The world is in
communication network and it was just a moment to name todays
antique. The happening is the messenger for the million years’
technology.
It is the time now to share the all discoveries and received data with
world`s people.
Lui was on the platform and he was on the air with hundreds of tv
channels an on internet platform with live talking just in front of cameras.
He waited first and had a deep breath.
“Yes” he said. We had a communication.
Cheering voice came with bemused look on the face room the audience at
that moment. It was known by everybody.

Al data has been shared transparently by universities and science
institutions after that day. The platform was formed for processing and
solving data. In this platform where all these received data was processed
and solved to make it understandable for people.
For a while community had a method to decrypt the photos which were
received in the messages. In a short time, these pictures were solved and
became visual communication stage. Now the people were able to see
creator’s life forms which are billions light years away knows their system
and their spope was widening every day. The flow of petabyte data was
provided from other planets which are waiting to be discovered.
The technology on the earth had a great jump in parallel to all
improvements. This morning a message received by the member`s device
from community.
“We are inviting you here.”
Lots of message follows each other including the directives how to
compile the codes of this agitate message that could be send by VR data.
Human was ready to see the places on these photos in 3D.
The munificent experience period has started for human by receiving data
from planets after first transmission to VR glasses. The VR technology
(Virtual Reality) that was enough to communicate with the other planet
residents this is the improved technology by the help of new friends, was
enough to satisfy their curiosity to the people who was submitted to their
curiosity and to make them to have information about what is going on
there by visiting these planets with these glasses.
Human has started to tour the planets like they are there even they are
not there physically. The earth`s people don`t have ordinary acceptation
anymore after starting to know the unknown and carrying the human up
to upper stage.
The life on the world has had an interesting change and besides several
Countries it became focal point for many countries. Human started to
look at the universe by children`s glasses by going away from their dull life

and from their bothering daily life by the community that are going in
numbers.
Maybe it was the biggest discovery after fire. It was the beginning of the
period that will make it existing in another part of universe.
Human who discovered math thousand years ago has a trip to the
unknown of universe instead of sovereignty to world with the join
purpose.
Human had a success to find different planets where they can live while
they are continuing to travel to unknown even they are not physically on
them.
Human that looks like how late he is to the communication network
which was used for millions of years by the other planets when we
considered the age of world in million years’ time period it is obvious that
the one who is late are today us.
At this point where we fell alone the pleasure that comes from to be
witness to this technological jump, the happiness we have and the
petabytes data which is waiting to be discovered every day and the reality
of it is more grand than the life was disturbing us.
At this point where we think we started to be bored because of wonder
human discovered Colotron Planet where he can communicate each other
with the help of VR technology where he can have his avatar.
Colotron is one of the only alternative living area where it can have
communication each other and all of planet`s smart living from avatars.
Colotron which has waited for the human more than 7 million years to
host them was ready for the human to discovered and to from colonies
there after this.
This billion light year away reality was forming a place on our virtual world
the main character of the today`s. World was writing the endless
universe`s discovery trip instead of primitiveness battles and distraction in
human`s history.

Communication provided opportunity to create them in minds and the
planets which are away from our age to live in our minds. This repeating
loop is the new from in today`s world.
It was the form of knowing himself, a kind of having communication
himself by VR glasses even on the corners of where Universe Liveness no
existence.

